Abstract. We propose UCA Direction of Arrival algorithm model under a noisy and broadband condition. Firstly, array virtual pan along the axial direction, by Spatial smoothing techniques deal with data aims to restore the rank of the covariance matrix, to achieve signal decoherence. The broadband signal into N nonoverlapping progeny signal and Fourier transform in order to narrow-band signal analysis. While the circular array into line array, according to the structural characteristics of linear array construct DOA matrix. Finally, all of the spatial spectrum estimation will be the arithmetic average, complete DOA estimates. This process noise and wideband signals together, avoiding the disadvantages of a small amount of the information contained in the narrowband signal, has practical significance.
Introduction
Direction of arrival (direction-of-arrival, DOA) estimation is one of the main issues to be studied in array signal processing and has been widely used in the field of radio communication and electronic reconnaissance. At the same time, in the modern signal environment, there is a large number of coherent and strong related sources, and the coherent source leads to the spatial diffusion of the signal subspace to the noise subspace, which makes the performance of the sub space algorithm deteriorate. Compared with the narrow band signal, the shortcomings of the narrowband array are gradually shown, relatively, the broadband signal can obtain more information and will be more advantageous to the signal feature extraction, target signal detection and parameter estimation. Therefore the wide band signal has a large amount of information, which is beneficial to the detection, parameter estimation and target feature extraction, and get more and more research and utilization.
Using subspace iterative algorithm to solve the signal subspace to achieve coherent demodulation. Using subspace iteration algorithm signal subspace achieve coherent demodulation, although this algorithm have a small amount of computation. But in the iterative algorithm, we need to determine the size of the algorithm and the termination threshold based on prior knowledge or rich experience, both changes will affect the dimension of the subspace. Matrix reconstruction method achieve access coherent mainly through restructuring Toeplitz matrix and the use of the invariance of the uniform circular array uniform circular array into a plurality of equally spaced circular array.
Model presented in this thesis is mainly aimed at broadband noisy uniform circular array, which divides broadband into several narrowband mainly through the virtual translation circular array and transforms Fourier to obtained the pitch angle of the DOA matrix's eigenvalues and eigenvectors finally. Compared with traditional algorithms such as (MUSIC) and uniform circular array rotation invariant subspace (UCA-ESPRIT), in this paper, the process is relatively complicated, there is good value and the role of general formula in the actual process.
circular array model
Compared to uniform linear array and uniform circular array (UCA) as a special kind of array signal processing array antenna structure with precision azimuth lateral did not change significantly, with a full range of lateral capacity. By a linear array of one-dimensional to two-dimensional array of circular to pitch angle and azimuth can be estimated at the same time, covering a wide frequency band, spatial spectrum estimation has 3600 full-estimate. There is no orientation blur when made the base of the array element larger than the even 8 or greater than the odd 5. UCA model shown in Figure  1 , the uniform circular array location has many advantages, but compared to uniform linear array and it does not have Vendermonde structure of uniform linear array. When performing arithmetic of DOA uniform circular array, we need to uniform circular array linear process or a uniform circular array as sum of N ULA after conducting related operations. 
Decorrelation algorithm based on longitudinal virtual translation
Decorrelation algorithm based on Uniform circular array usually move the whole circular array laterally, forming a plurality of virtual circular arrays. Due to the lateral movement of the circular array, the coordinate in the xoy plane changes, leading to the existence of errors. In this paper, by virtually translating the circular array longitudinally, only the coordinate vectors in the direction of the z axis have changed and simplified into the product of the steering vector with a multiplicative factor through a simple separation, facilitating the application of DOA matrix. Uniform circular array are influenced by noise in z axis directions. Translating the uniform circular array in z axis, the multiplicative factor is a constant in the case of noise-free, and a non-contant under noise.
The cross-covariance matrix between the output signal Y (t)of the circular array after virtual translation with the output signal X (t) of original circular array is expressed as:
Where ss R is the cross-covariance matrix of the signal.
In order to obtain the multiplicative factor or build xx R and xy R similar to the uniform line array, we consider the original and translated circular array as a group and translate i times along the negative direction of z axis. The translational distance is defined as 2 /
. Suppose the output matrix of the ith translation matrix is:
The corresponding autocovariance and cross-covariance matrix are described as:
Processing the translated autocovariance and cross-covariance matrices by means of spatial smoothing, we can obtain the smoothed cross-covariance matrix xx R and x R y : 
（2.7）
where p represents the times of translation. ss R denotes the autocorrelation of the incoming signal.
It is obvious that xx R and xy R have the same structure with xx R and yx R of uniform circular array under noise-free condition。If p is bigger than the maximum number of the coherent incoming signal, ss R is nonsingular. The decorrelation of coherent sourcdes can be summarized as: Get the array receiving data of the two circular array  Build the output vector of the translation array by virtual translation.  Build the matrixes 4 Wideband signal is divided into a narrowband signal DOA algorithm traditional broadband signal to a broadband signal is divided into a plurality of narrow-band signals, the use of narrow-band signal DOA algorithm to calculate multiple narrowband DOA angle divided, the last of all spatial spectrum using the arithmetic mean method is processed to obtain DOA estimation of wideband signals. In this process, we should realize that the algorithm requires a lot of computation, to achieve a certain degree of difficulty. Due to the amount of information uneven distribution of broadband signals, narrowband signal during the cutting process will be a lot of errors, seriously affect the final estimate of the effect. The main reason is the broadband array element spacing is half the wavelength of the center frequency wideband signal, the narrowband estimate of each frequency point corresponding to the wavelength of uncertainty that each array element spacing of frequency DOA Estimation uncertainty, the arithmetic average after due gentle peaks caused no significant decline in reduced resolution.
In order to avoid the occurrence of these phenomena, the paper by selecting the sub-band data do spectrum estimation based on subspace. The detailed steps as follows:
First, the entire array of received wideband signal vector x (t) in the time domain as a snapshot of the M samples to produce a wideband signal receive array M time-domain fast shot.
The above matrix once divided into L nonoverlapping N * J-order sub-matrix, wherein L * J = M, you can get the one order of N * J l a sub-matrix：
The formula for each row vector discrete Fourier transform, and then you can find sub-matrix ) f ( j Y receiving the same frequency points in the frequency domain, Any matrix element
represents an n-th array element signals received in the any one sub-matrix j-th column. We can be obtained narrowband signal covariance matrix by ) f ( j Y under J frequency points:
Finally, we can find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors and the corresponding direction angle.
Image Simulation
Simulation, using uniform circular array, the array element number N = 10, the circular array at the origin, the radius R of the center frequency of a half wavelength. There is room for far-field wideband coherent signal broadband B= 
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Conclusions
This paper is a model to construct a uniform circular array DOA seeking algorithms, conditions of use not only limited to a noisy or broadband signals, can adapt to life in almost all of the signal. From traditional de-noising technology vertical virtual pan, into the construction of DOA matrix along the z-axis direction, complete decoherence. For broadband signal treatment, the main idea of this paper is to conduct a broadband signal is divided some wideband signal datas in accordance with the principles of the band contact and do not overlap, in order to obtain several frequencies equally spaced points with broadband, that each frequency narrowband signal center frequency be DOA estimates. But we must recognize that the model at the expense of a lot of the cost of computation to solve real-life problems.
